Mechanical Harvest Field Day

October 8, 9:00 to 11:00

Location: Intersection of MM and 6th, Capay

Interested in seeing the olive trunk shakers in action? Want more information on pruning trees to achieve the greatest harvest efficiency? Swing by between 9 and 11 on October 8, to enjoy some coffee, see the trunk shakers and have your questions answered. Gavin Nielsen with Nielsen Technologies will be on hand to talk about how the mechanical harvester has evolved over the years and how to adapt your orchard for machine harvest.

To get to the meeting, drive to MM and 6th, then follow the sandwich board signs to the field location.

New Website Resource for Sac Valley Tree Crop Production

The UC Cooperative Extension orchard crop advisors in the Sacramento Valley are excited to announce the launch of our new website – the Sacramento Valley Orchard Source! This site will bring together the wealth of information we provide in one location, including:

- Timely newsletter articles through our Blog (we’ll continue to send email and hard copies of the whole newsletter for those who prefer it that way)
- Weekly Soil Moisture Loss (ET) Reports, including both oil and table olive
- Olive fly counts based on weekly scouting in the Northern Sacramento Valley
- Calendar of area Cooperative Extension meetings & events

Visit us at [http://www.sacvalleyorchards.com/](http://www.sacvalleyorchards.com/) to check it out!
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